New Order sang "___ Monday" in 1983
Perry Como declared he will remember this month
_Lavigne’s first name means April in French
The ___ and the Papas sang "Monday, Monday"
"Oh what a __, late December back in ’63" by the Four Seasons
Keith ___ sang "Raining on Sunday" & "I Never Work on a Sunday"
Bruce Springsteen sang about Sandy in "4th of July, ___ Park"
"Sunday, ___ Sunday" is by U2
Duran Duran sang about a "New Moon on ___" in 1984
Maroon 5 sang about this morning
"__ Carry" was a hit by 'Til Tuesday
The ___ sang about a "Manic Monday"
The movie Saturday Night Fever had five hits for the ____
"Saturday in the Park" was off the ___ V album in 1972
Texas band Blue ___’s song "Hate Me" hit the top 40 in 2006
Lisa Loeb was "__ for Wednesday"
Loverboy sang "Everybody’s working for the ___"
___ Crows sang "A Long December" in 1997
"__ Rain" by Guns ’n Roses was almost 9 minutes long
"__ Valley Sunday" was by The Monkees
The Monkees also sang about this day’s child
David Bowie sang about this day’s child
___ sang "Saturday Night’s Alright (For Fighting)" in 1973
Green Day sings "Wake me up" when this month ends
Simon and Garfunkel sang about this morning at 3 a.m.
They sang about "Rainy Days and Mondays" in 1971
The ___ sang "Easy like Sunday morning.." in 1977
"Ruby Tuesday" was sung by The ___